
 Worldview Conversation - Wk 12 
 Biblical Authority 

 BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW (Review): 

 Definition of a Biblical Worldview: 

 A set of  beliefs  about life, and the  world  , based  on God’s  unchanging Word  which determines how we  live 

 Why is having a conversation on worldview important? 

 Ideas have consequences 

 2 Timothy 4:3-4 

 The time will come when people will not put up with sound doctrine.  Instead, to suit their own desires, they 

 will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.  They will turn 

 their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths. 

 10 BARRIERS TO BIBLICAL AUTHORITY: 

 The following is an excerpt from the book “Questioning the Bible: 11 Major Challenges to Biblical Authority” 

 and a subsequent article on the book both written by Dr. Jonathan Morrow. 

 Culture of Corruption & Abuse of Power. 
 Everywhere you look there are scandals, cover-ups, and abuse of power. Scandal sells. And the entertainment 

 news cycle is buying so it can drive clicks to create controversy and sell ad space. Sadly some high-profile 

 Christian leaders and churches have been in the news for these reasons as well. The result is that you see a 

 general institutional distrust setting in–especially in Gen Z. And if we’re honest, it’s not hard to see why some 

 people are wary of authority. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 



 What scriptures could you share that would meet them in their pain, and also point them toward truth? 

 Loss of Truth. 
 We live in a “follow your heart,” “you do you,” and “true for you but not for me” world. The slogans and 

 soundbites are everywhere. Sadly, the spiritual and moral fallout is all around as well. No matter how 

 well-intentioned and no matter how many Disney princesses sing about these ideas, reality does not work this 

 way. As the end of the book of Judges puts it, “all the people did whatever seemed right in their own eyes” 

 (21:25). And if you have ever read that far in the Old Testament, trust me, that didn’t end well. It never does. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might help them understand that objective truth not only exists but is a 

 better answer than subjective truth? 



 Crisis of Knowledge. 
 One of the unspoken assumptions of our age is that science alone gives us knowledge of reality. But if moral, 

 spiritual, and historical truth cannot be known, then it becomes very difficult to navigate life. And by the way, 

 the Bible assumes moral, spiritual, and historical knowledge. One of the more surprising shifts is that we see 

 an increasing number of people growing skeptical even of scientific knowledge (see also the Transgender 

 revolution that says men can get pregnant). If biological reality can’t be known, that’s a big problem. But as 

 predicted by Fredrich Niechze, if you lose truth and knowledge, all that is left is power and tribalism. People 

 take sides and form alliances (for example LGBTQ+) to impose their worldview rather than try to persuade 

 people of what’s true. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might create doubt in their understanding of the source(s) of knowledge 

 and truth? 



 Expressive Individualism. 
 One of the most significant seismic shifts that has taken place over the last century is the shift from a  culture of 

 authority  (external) to a  culture of authenticity  (internal) (see Charles Taylor’s  A Secular Age  ). Out  of this shift 

 (with many ideas and intellectual dominoes that had to fall before it) comes “Expressive Individualism.” Carl 

 Trueman defines this as “…human beings are defined by their individual psychological core [ Authentic Self ], 

 and that the purpose of life is allowing that core to find social expression in relationships.  Anything that 

 challenges it is deemed oppressive  .” It’s that last part that undermines  any  external authority. If something 

 like tradition, government, law, the church, society, education, God, or the Bible seeks to limit that expression 

 of who people feel they really are then it is seen as oppressive. The locus of authority has moved inward. 

 Unfortunately, a spiritualized version of this has been absorbed by many in the church. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that could help them understand the inherent value of all people as well as 

 Biblical justice? 



 Digital Distraction & Hyper-Personalization. 
 This cultural factor is operating in the background of all of our lives. The unprecedented level of distraction we 

 are experiencing coupled with the worldview shaping that is constantly occurring as we consume increasing 

 amounts of social media and entertainment each day does not position us well to look to an authority outside 

 of our own desires. In addition, with the hyper-personalization that occurs with everything tailored to our 

 preferences and digital footprint, a new generation wonders why shouldn’t reality conform to their 

 preferences. Why shouldn’t sexuality, gender, morality, and spirituality be personalized as well? 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that could help them understand that God’s design for life is what is best for 

 their life? 



 Misunderstanding Freedom. 
 Along the way, our broader culture and many Christians have adopted a flawed understanding of freedom. Our 

 culture says freedom is the ability to do whatever you want to do, whenever you want to do it, without 

 constraint. But this is not freedom, it’s slavery. Freedom is more than just the satisfaction of our desires. If 

 there is a God (and there is!) and He defines reality (and He does!), then true freedom means living according 

 to God’s good design and commands. 

 As Paul puts it so well in Galatians 5:1; 13, “It is for freedom that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and 

 do not let yourselves be burdened again by a yoke of slavery…You, my brothers and sisters, were called to be 

 free. But do not use your freedom to indulge the flesh; rather, serve one another humbly in love.” 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might help them understand that doing whatever they want isn’t 

 freedom but slavery? 



 “That’s Just  Your  Interpretation.” 
 When the moral or spiritual conversation turns to the Bible, then things can really get challenging. If you are 

 not careful, you’ll find your moral point of view dismissed with the popular slogan,  that’s just your 

 interpretation.  But don’t allow yourself to be brushed aside too easily. Learn to ask a follow-up question: are 

 you saying you don’t like my interpretation or do you think it’s false? There are many things that are true in the 

 Bible I may not initially like, but that doesn’t change the fact that they are true. But if they think it’s false, then 

 ask them why they think it’s false. The bottom line, is if we allow this slogan to rule the day in which  only 4% of 

 Gen Z has a biblical worldview  and bib  lical illiteracy is off the charts, then biblical authority is out the window. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might help them understand that our preferences don’t determine what 

 is true?  What scripture could you share to help them understand that the goal of interpreting scripture is to 

 understand what the authors actually said, not what we think they meant? 



 Our Sinful Desire for Autonomy. 
 One of the clearest and least popular barriers to biblical authority is our sinful desire for autonomy. Sin is not 

 just brokenness, it’s rebellion. We want to be the final word and claim God’s authority for our own. If we’re 

 honest, sometimes we find ourselves echoing the words of the serpent in Genesis 3:1–  Did God really say  ?  And 

 when we do this, we need to repent. People aren’t basically good (Rom. 3). The heart is desperately wicked 

 who can understand it? (Jer. 17:9) 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might help them understand who we are without Christ? 



 Skepticism Towards the Bible. 
 Another barrier to biblical authority is that some people don’t think it can be trusted. They think it’s not 

 reliable and it’s not true so they are not going to obey what it says. Perhaps they think the text was corrupted 

 or changed over the centuries. Or that it gets the historical details wrong or that we don’t have the right books. 

 After careful investigation of the Bible, I have come to the conclusion that  there are good reasons the Bible can 

 be trusted and there are good responses to these objections  . But apologetics is an important part of building 

 confidence in biblical authority (1 Pet. 3:15). 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures and extra Biblical research could you share that might help them understand that the Bible 

 can be trusted as the authoritative, inspired, and true Word of God? 



 Fear of Being Canceled. 
 Sometimes we are just afraid to say what God has said out loud or online. We don’t want to lose friends, jobs, 

 opportunities, or relationships with family members. However, there is a social cost to following Jesus. That’s 

 part of taking up our cross. As Jesus reminded us, we need to be as wise as serpents and as innocent as doves 

 (Matt. 10:16). That takes discernment and courage. It also takes a community where people stand together to 

 say what needs to be said in the context of loving as God has commanded us to love. 

 How should you approach a “Jesus” conversation with someone who has this barrier to Biblical authority? 

 What scriptures could you share that might help them conquer fear, and understand that people who might 

 “cancel” them are not actually “canceling” them but canceling Jesus in them? 


